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ABSTRACT  

Robots can provide a unique tool to go places and perform tasks 

that are otherwise not suited for people. Places in which human 

lives can be in danger are one significant area in which remotely 

operated robots are incredibly useful. Outfitted with the correct 

equipment, a robot could venture into dangerous areas and 

provide useful information about the conditions there-in. 

Building fires are one example where robots could help take 

human lives out of danger. 
 

The Fire Reconnaissance Rover is one such robot. The robot 

will consist of a 4WD chassis outfitted with a camera. The rover 

can be wirelessly driven into a building from a simple laptop 

running the control software. Once inside, the rover can provide 

remote indications of building conditions and help locate 

persons in danger. Outfitted with a series of sensors, the robot 

will provide data such as ambient temperature and smoke and 

methane levels. In addition to the visual feedback from the 

camera, the robot can take 3D surface heat scans to locate hot-

spots to aid in fighting the fire.  

 

The Fire Reconnaissance Rover can easily be expanded upon. 

Updated control software will enable autonomous functions and 

the camera feedback will be used for computer vision 

applications. The robot can be outfitted with different sensors to 

enable usefulness in other dangerous situations such as high 

radiation nuclear sites. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As smart tools, robots can venture into hazardous areas and 

perform tasks that would otherwise be unsafe or undesired for 

humans. Robots can often go where humans cannot. They 

already play a growing role in mitigating the loss of life in 

catastrophes. After the September 11th terrorist attacks, small 

robots were used to scour the aftermath in search of survivors. 

[1] The small mobile robots were able to navigate the rubble 

much quicker than human rescue workers. One of the robots 

used in the rescue effort is shown in Figure 1. 

 

In japan, fire departments have begun employing robots in order 

to reduce the risk to firefighters. The Tokyo fire department has 

a reconnaissance robot outfitted with various cameras and a 

manipulator. [2] The growing capabilities of robotic systems are 

essential to reducing the risk to human life in all manners of 

hazardous environments.  

1.1. Objective 
A building that is on fire can be a truly hazardous environment. 

A fleet of small mobile robots would be able to facilitate quick 

and complete assessment of conditions and locations of persons 

in need of rescue while removing risk to fire rescue personnel. 

Therefore, the objective of this project is to build a fire 

reconnaissance rover that can perform such tasks. The rover 

must be small, light-weight and easily maneuverable. In addition 

to manual control, autonomous functions that will aid in search 

and rescue will be implemented. The robot will provide visual 

feedback via a camera as well as other important sensor data to a 

remote operator.  

The following sensors will be utilized: 

 

 Ambient Temperature 

 Smoke and Combustible Gas 

 Infrared Thermometers  

A proof-of-concept prototype will be built to show that all of 

these capabilities can be included on a small, light-weight, and 

easy to use four wheel drive platform. 

 

Figure 1: Micro-Tracs Robot [1] 
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2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 

 

 

Figure 2: Block Diagram 

The proposed system is outlined in Figure1. The rover will be 

controlled from a remote operating station using a rugged laptop 

running the control software. Using a laptop for this purpose 

allows for a robust graphical user interface with ample feedback 

for the operator. [3] Currently, the control system is limited to 

laptops equipped with Microsoft Windows operating systems. It 

must be noted that a smaller touch based tablet control system 

may serve as a better portable user interface. [4]  

The onboard systems are indicated as such in the figure. As 

seen, the rover boasts an array of onboard sensors and robust 

communication capabilities. Each portion plays a specific role 

and their functions are detailed in the following sections. 

3. SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

3.1. Chassis 

The chassis of the rover was purchased in a kit and assembled as 

shown. The structural frame consists of several aluminum SES 

C-channels bolted together as shown in Figure 3. The 

component decks are laser-cut Lexan panels. This chassis was 

selected because it is robust and expandable. The use of c-

channels allows adding to or re-configuring the supporting 

structure. The Lexan panel decks provide many mounting points 

for additional components. The overall chassis is 12 inches long 

and 13 inches wide, weighs 4.375 pounds and can support a 

payload of up to 4 pounds.  

3.2. Microcontroller 
The microcontroller board selected for this rover is the 

BotBoarduino.  Figure 4 shows the layout of the board. The 

board utilizes an Arduino compatible ATMEGA328 

microcontroller. This allows the use of the Arduino IDE and the 

many available libraries, reducing the difficulty of coding. In 

addition, this board provides several key features that make it an 

excellent choice for this application. The board provides 

convenient pin-outs for the microcontroller, allowing the use of 

female jumper cables to facilitate quicker prototype wiring. The 

I/O bus consists of I/O, power and ground pins. The board 

provides separate inputs for logic voltage and servo voltage, 

preventing brown-outs that can occur when running several 

servos.  

3.3. Motor Driver 
In order to control the four motors required for this rover, a 

simple H-bridge would be insufficient. A motor driver that could 

supply larger voltage and currents is required. The Sabertooth 

dual 12Amp motor driver was selected. This motor driver is 

very robust and boasts many features. Chiefly, for this 

application, the ability to control and supply the necessary 

power for our motors was essential. In addition, this motor 

driver provides a 5v output for powering control logic 

components. This provided an easy means to supply power to 

the Botboarduino as well as the motors.  

This driver has many operating modes but for this application 

simple serial operation was selected. This allowed control via 

one pin on the microcontroller by sending a series of serial 

commands to the driver. The supplied software library 

facilitated motor control without the need for extensive coding. 

The driver provides 2 channels for controlling the motors. The 

motors are wired and operated in pairs in a simple tank drive 

configuration. Driving the left and right tires in opposing 

directions will cause the rover to pivot. Turning in an arc can be 

accomplished by driving the motors forward at different speeds. 

Figure 4: A4WD2 Chassis, Bottom View 

Figure 3: BotBoarduino 
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3.4. Motors and Tires 
The tires supplied with the chassis kit are off the shelf Traxxas 

R/C off road truck tires with a 4.75 inch diameter. They provide 

excellent traction but are otherwise unremarkable. The motors 

used are 12 volt dc Gear Head Motors. Operating at a maximum 

200 RPM, these motors provide ample speed for this platform. 

In addition, they provide a rear external motor shaft so that 

encoders can be used to regulate rotational speed. Unfortunately, 

the stall torque of these motors is only 4 kg-cm. This results in 

some problems in turning at low RPM as the motors have some 

difficulty in overcoming the lateral friction on the tires and stall 

out. This can be resolved by using motors that have a higher 

stall torque. 

3.5. Battery Power 
The rover must be wireless in order to traverse freely in 

dangerous environments. As such, an independent, onboard 

power supply is required. In order to supply the motor driver 

and, in turn, the logic board and its accompanying sensors and 

servos, a 12v 2800 mAh Ni-MH battery was chosen. Ni-MH 

provides an advantage as this battery is half the weight of an 

equal capacity Ni-Cad battery. The battery does an excellent job 

of powering all the components, but stress tests are needed. 

Additional testing must be done to determine the how long the 

rover can operate from a full charge. 

In order to power the wireless IP Camera, several options were 

considered. The camera selected runs on 5v dc and requires 

between 1.5 to 2 amps of current. Taking this into account, a 

separate battery pack was chosen to supply the camera. A 

typical Li-Ion cell-phone back-up battery pack with USB ports 

was used. This required the creation of a special cable to connect 

the two. As shown in Figure 5, an H size dc tip was spliced onto 

a USB cable in order to complete the connection.  

3.6. Wireless Webcam 
Visual feedback is a vital part of this platform. Several camera 

systems were considered in the selection process. Primarily, the 

camera must be wireless. Additionally, the camera must be 

compatible with the control platform and software. For these 

reasons, the Foscam FI89010 was selected. The camera operates 

in standard IEEE 802.11b/g wireless ad-hoc mode and can be 

connected to directly through the control software. In addition, 

the camera can be operated in infrared mode for low light 

conditions and can pan and tilt. The camera is capable of 

transmitting up to 30 FPS. 

3.7. XBee Modules 
In order to operate the rover remotely, a method to send 

commands and receive sensor data wirelessly is required. [5] 

XBee Pro modules were chosen for this purpose. Once initially 

configured, they provide seamless point to pont communication 

between the microcontroller and laptop. [6] The XBee modules 

have a 250kbps Max data rate. In addition, these Xbee modules 

operate at 2.4 GHz with a 60mW output. This provides an 

approximate range of 1-mile under ideal conditions. [7] 

However, typical construction materials such as wood, steel, and 

concrete attenuate the signals, reducing the effective range 

indoors. Initial testing proved that the rover can reliably operate 

inside a typical home environment without suffering signal loss. 

More testing is required to determine maximum operating 

ranges for different indoor environments.  

3.8. Proximity Sensors 
Early on in the prototyping process, it was apparent that some 

sort of obstacle detection would be required. The computer 

vision algorithms would be able to identify and follow objects, 

but obstacle avoidance was a problem. In addition, during 

remote operation it is sometimes difficult for the operator to 

avoid collisions, especially when moving backwards as the 

camera cannot pan a full 360 degrees. The simplest solution was 

to implement ultrasonic distance sensors to detect when there 

was an impending collision. [7] In addition, applications for 

using Ultrasonic 

sensors in identifying 

living humans in 

need of help have 

been explored by 

other projects. [8] 

Three ultrasonic 

sensors were 

implemented, one in 

the rear center and 

two forward and off 

center as shown in 

Figure 6. In simplest 

terms, the sensors function by emitting a high frequency wave. 

This wave travels until it encounters a surface and is then 

reflected back towards the sensor. The distance can then be 

determined using the time delay from when the signal is sent 

and received. When any of the three sensors detects an object 

less than 20 cm away, travel in that direction is halted and a 

warning message notifies the operator that an obstacle is in the 

way.  

3.9. DS18B20 Ambient Temperature Sensor 
In order to provide useful information as to the conditions 

around the rover, implementation of an ambient temperature 

sensor was an absolute requirement. The DS18B20 temperature 

probe was selected for its low cost and good accuracy (±0.5°C.) 

The sensor is encased in a stainless steel tube and provides a one 

wire sensor output in either an analog or digital signal. In order 

to more accurately sense the ambient temperature in the room, 

the sensor was mounted on a 1 foot extension rod to mitigate the 

Figure 6: Camera Power Cable Splice 

Figure 5: Forward Proximity 

Sensors 
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fact that the rover is very low to the ground. In this way the 

temperature reported is more indicative of the temperature in the 

room. 

3.10. Smoke and Methane Sensor 
In addition to temperature, the presence of combustible gases 

can be useful information to rescue personnel. Next to the 

ambient temperature sensor, an MQ-2 gas sensor was placed as 

shown in Figure 7. This sensor is capable of detecting LPG, 

butane, propane, methane, 

alcohol, Hydrogen, and smoke. 

The sensor must be calibrated to 

detect one of the aforementioned 

gasses.  Multiple sensors can be 

employed to cover a wide range 

gasses and combustible vapors. 

It is important to note that the 

sensor is sensitive to variations 

in ambient temperature. It may 

be possible to implement a 

correction factor in the code 

based on the ambient 

temperature sensor input to 

mitigate this effect. 

3.11. MLX90614 Infrared Thermometers 
Thermal cameras prove incredibly useful in fire and rescue 

operations. [9] In order to replicate this functionality at a lower 

cost, two MLX90614 Infrared Thermometers were mounted on 

the front end of the rover. Each sensor is fixed atop a pan and tilt 

assembly, flanking the center camera. The pan and tilt 

assemblies allow the sensors to scan nearly 360 degrees and 

report the temperature. Using these sensors, heat maps can be 

generated. This would allow an operator to locate hot spots that 

need to be re-extinguished or even people inside a smoke filled 

room. The sensors used have a ten degree field of vision. This 

means that at a distance of 1 meter, the reported temperature is 

an average of a 10 cm diameter circle on the object. Therefore, 

the resolution of any 

generated heat map is 

dependent upon the step 

size used when cycling 

the pan and tilt servos. A 

smaller step angle would 

generate a greater 

resolution heat map but 

require more time for the 

scan. A proposed 

example of what such a 

heat map would look like 

is shown in Figure 8. 

4. CONTROL SOFTWARE 

Several options were considered when choosing control 

software for the rover. The basic operating functions would be 

coded onto the microcontroller, therefore, the control software 

would need to send commands and receive data over a serial 

connection. In addition, camera integration and the capability to 

perform computer vision functions were necessary. LabView 

was considered but abandoned for more user-friendly software. 

RoboRealm was selected because of its low cost, module-based 

implementation and wide array of capabilities. This software 

allowed the integration of a dual joystick device that simplified 

control of the rover. The control interface shows both the live 

video feed as well as sensor data as shown in Figure 9. In 

addition, RoboRealm boasted an enormous library of video 

filters and computer vision modules as well as direct serial 

communication to the micro-controller. Applications for 

computer vision in fire detection have been explored and may be 

useful in this platform. [10]  

4.1. Computer Vision (CV) 
In its current state, the rover has limited computer vision 

functions. In order to learn and recognize objects, the 

Associative Video Memory (AVM) algorithm is used. When 

computer vision is enabled, the software can learn and recognize 

objects using this algorithm. The rover can then follow the 

recognized object by determining the pixel distance from center 

and employing turning functions to turn the rover to maintain 

the object centered in the field of view. The approximate size of 

the object can be determined using the current pixel width and 

the reference pixel width from when the object was learned. 

With this information the rover can then move forwards or 

backwards to maintain a set distance. 

 All CV processing is done on the remote laptop and commands 

are sent via serial communication. Automated CV functions can 

be toggled on and off by the operator. In current testing, under 

perfect conditions, the rover can reliably follow a previously 

learned object approximately half the time. This is unacceptable 

given the proposed applications. In a smoke filled and vision 

obstructed environment, it is safe to assume that the reliability 

would be even lower. Further work is required to improve and 

refine the CV capabilities of this platform. In addition, 

consideration may be made such that these autonomous CV 

functions may only be employed in situations in which good 

visibility is ensured. 

Figure 9: Proposed Thermal Scan Image 

Figure 8: Smoke and Temperature 

Sensors 

Figure 7: HUD 
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5. COST 
The cost breakdown of the prototype is shown in Table 1. The 

final cost of the project was much higher than expected. The 

chassis and motors were a large portion of the cost, as expected. 

The 60mW XBee modules added significant cost to the project 

but were chosen to prevent the likelihood of having to upgrade 

later because of insufficient range.  

Table 1: Prototype Cost 

 

6. TESTING AND OUTCOMES 

The final build is shown in Figures 10 and 11. All sensors are 

operational, although it is important to note, the combustible gas 

sensor requires additional calibration. In addition, the infrared 

thermometers provide temperature readings but additional 

development is required to generate the heat maps. The camera 

provides visual feedback and can be remotely positioned via its 

pan and tilt feature. The rover also has some autonomous 

functions in that it can identify and follow previously taught 

objects. The autonomous computer vision functions require 

much more refinement as currently, they function unreliably and 

the motion produced is jittery and sometimes erratic. Figure 12 

shows a screenshot of the control software operating in object 

recognition mode.  

 

 

 

Figure 12: Object Recognition 

7. LIMITATIONS 

7.1. Temperature 
Due to budget and time constraints, the prototype has some 

limitations. An obvious limiting constraint is exposure to 

elevated temperatures. Many of the electronic components can 

be sensitive to high temperatures. In this case specifically, the 

batteries are the limiting factor. They begin to permanently lose 

capacity at temperatures above 60°C (140°F.) At even greater 

temperatures, integrity failure and venting could occur. 

However, these dangers are mitigated in that the rover is very 

close to the ground. In a typical fire, temperatures at eye level 

can be as high as 600°F, but are significantly lower at ground 

level. In the space that the rover is operating, temperatures can 

Item Cost 

A4WD1 Chassis, motors and tires $234.95 

Botboarduino $34.95 

2800 mAh Ni-MH battery $39.95 

Sabertooth 2x12 motor controller $79.99 

XBee Pro 60mW (2) $99.90 

XBee Arduino Shield $10.00 

XBee USB board $17.99 

Foscam FI8910W IP Camera $69.86 

MQ-2 gas sensor $5.59 

DS18B20 Ambient Temperature Probe $5.59 

HC-SR04 Ranging Detector(3) $15.00 

MLX90614 Infrared Thermometers (2) $36.08 

Pan/Tilt kit + servos (2) $30.00 

Assorted hardware and wiring $20.00 

Total $699.85 

Figure 10: Final Build, Front 

Figure 11: Final Build, Rear 
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be expected around 100°F. [12] That said, temperature feedback 

is provided and it is imperative that an operator be mindful of 

the hardware limitations and current conditions. 

7.2. Visibility 
Visibility is another concern. Smoke and particulates make it 

difficult to see and may affect the accuracy of the ultrasonic 

distance measurements. Again, this may be somewhat mitigated 

due to the low operating height of the rover. In addition, use of 

the infrared thermometers may allow some limited operation in 

low visibility environments.  

7.3. Mobility 
Some mobility limitations exist as well. As stated previously, 

the pivot and turning of the rover is not ideal and could be 

improved with higher torque motors. Currently, the rover has no 

means of climbing stairs and is suitable only for level terrain. 

8. FUTURE SCOPE 
Primarily, attention to improving heat tolerance is paramount. 

Plastic and Lexan chassis parts can be replaced with aluminum. 

Heat shielding can be implemented for the batteries, electronics, 

and all cabling. Due to the fact that they are extended above the 

rover, the ambient temperature sensor will be exposed to the 

highest temperatures. This component can be replaced with a 

thermocouple that can withstand much higher temperatures. In 

addition, it may be possible to place the sensor on a linear 

actuator so that it may be raised and lowered as necessary 

instead of being in a fixed elevated position. 

In regards to visibility, several improvements can be made. High 

lumen and efficient LED lighting can be implemented without 

significant increase in battery consumption. This feature was 

planned but unable to be implemented due to time constraints. In 

addition, angled forward-mounted fans may serve to help blow 

smoke away from the rover and increase visibility, but more 

research is necessary to validate this idea. As stated before, the 

infrared thermometers may allow for limited operation in low/no 

visibility environments. Improvements must be made to the 

resolution and speed of the heat scans in order to make this 

feature more useful. 

Additional hardware may be added to increase the rover’s 

capabilities. For example, a gripper could be used to remove 

debris or operate equipment such as valves. A small extinguisher 

device could be implemented to help fight hot spots in a fire. 

Additional sensors, like a Geiger counter, would increase the 

rover’s usefulness in other dangerous situations like high 

radiation areas seen at the recent Fukushima disaster. [12] 

9. CONCLUSION 
Overall the objective of this project was to create a mobile 

platform that can be used to remotely survey dangerous areas 

and provide useful feedback about the conditions there-in. In 

that respect, the project was a success. It must be said, however, 

that future refinement and improvements are necessary. More 

robust hardware and improved software coding can greatly 

improve the functionality of the rover. In addition, increased 

autonomous functions can enable quick survey of large 

complexes or buildings and remove burden on human operators 

and personnel that would otherwise be placed in harm’s way. 

Several of these rovers could scout out a building and locate 

persons in need of help prior to sending in rescue personnel. In 

short, this platform can prove useful in any situation in which 

surveying a hazardous environment is necessary. 
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